Hillary Clinton Crimes:
Facebook Witness Tampering & Election Rigging
verified by recent FOIA releases of emails from her private email server in Judicial Watch v. U.S. State Department,

Nov. 19 Leader Technologies sued Facebook for social networking patent infringement in federal court. Leader Technologies, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08-cv-862-JJF (D. Del. 2008)

Hillary Crime #1
WITNESS TAMPERING
18 U.S. Code § 1512
Tampering with witnesses (Leader v. Facebook)

Hillary Crime #2
U.S. ELECTION RIGGING
Hatch Act — CFR 733.106
Prohibited political activities

Jul 27 Leader v. Facebook proved Facebook infringes Leader’s patent on 11 of 11 claims, yet Obama Judge Leonard P. Stark protected Facebook with attorney-fabricated evidence and no disclosure of his financial and relationship conflicts of interest with Obama, Hillary, Facebook and James P. Chandler, III, a Leader witness and NSA / Justice Department advisor

This is part of the proof that Hillary Clinton should be prosecuted for high crimes.
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